We study in this paper the atomic mechanisms of nanorod growth and propose the way of diameter selection of nanorod. A characteristic radius is demonstrated to be crucial in nanorod growth, which increases proportional to one fifth power of the ratio of the interlayer hopping rate of adatoms across the monolayer steps to the deposition rate. When the radius of the initial island is larger than this characteristic radius, the growth morphology evolves from a taper-like structure to a nanorod with radius equal to the characteristic radius after some transient layers. Otherwise the nanorod morphology can be maintained during the growth, with stable radius being limited by both the radius of the initial island and the three-dimensional Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier. Therefore different growth modes and diameter of nanorod can be selected by tuning the characteristic radius. The theoretical predictions are in good agreement with experimental observations of ZnO growth.
I. INTRODUCTION
One-dimensional nanostructures have attracted much attention since they provide potential applications for nanoelectronics and nanophotonics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . For example, zinc oxide nanorods with hexagonal cross-section can be applied as whispering gallery resonators, in which the coupling between the resonant modes and free excitons depends sensitively on the cross-sectional radius [3] [4] [5] . Growth of nanorods have been extensively reported thus far, yet there are few studies concentrating on the underlying atomistic mechanisms of growth, especially on the understanding and controlling the cross-sectional radius of nanorods from atomic point of view [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
It is known that surface kinetics plays an important role in determining the morphology and size of nanostructures [14] [15] [16] [17] . The deposited adatoms can either diffuse within the topmost layer and aggregate to form a new layer nucleus, or hop downward across the step edges and contribute to the lateral growth of the topmost layer. Under a certain deposition condition, the kinetics-controlled competition between the growth in the normal direction to the substrate and the lateral growth is expected to determine the growth modes and morphologies [15, 16] .
The surface kinetics can be described by intralayer and interlayer hopping rates of adatoms, ν = ν 0 exp(−E d /kT ) and ν = ν 0 exp(−E s /kT ), respectively, where the prefactors ν 0 and ν 0 are the attempt rates which are approximately of the same value; k is the Boltzmann's constant and T the temperature. The interlayer diffusion barrier (E s ) is normally larger than the intralayer one (E d ). The difference of these two values is denoted as E es , which is known as Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier (ESB) [18, 19] . The ratio of ν/ν increases with ESB as exp(E es /kT ). The ESB is reported to increase with the step height and saturate in several atomic layers, with a value usually referred as three-dimensional (3D) ESB. The conventional ESB is applicable for a monolayer step and is hereafter termed as two-dimensional (2D) ESB [20, 21] .
When ESB is small enough to allow sufficient interlayer diffusion, layer-by-layer growth occurs, whereas larger ESB leads to multilayer growth [15] . In the latter case, islands initiate from each nucleus, which approach nanorods if the cross-sections remain the same along the longitudinal direction. The key point to select and control the nanorod growth is to understand how the radius of the cross-section varies when atomic layers add up under specific growth conditions. Since there is a large difference between the 2D-and 3D-ESBs, it is also crucial to identify the specific roles of 2D-and 3D-ESBs in the nanorod growth.
In this paper, we study the influence of deposition rate and ESB on the growth process of nanorods. A characteristic radius has been identified, which increases proportional to one fifth power of the ratio of the 2D-ESB limited hopping rate of adatoms to the deposition rate. Both the growth modes and the nanorod diameter can be selected by tuning this characteristic radius. We demonstrate that when the radius of the initial island is larger than the characteristic radius, the growth morphology evolves from a taper-like structure to a nanorod with radius equal to the characteristic radius. However, if the characteristic radius becomes larger than the radius of the initial island, by increasing the 2D-ESB limited hopping rate or decreasing the deposition rate, nanorod morphology can be maintained during the growth, with a stable radius being limited by both the radius of the initial island and 3D-ESB. The theoretical predictions of the characteristic radius are demonstrated with experimental observations of ZnO growth, and good consistency has been found. 
II. NUCLEATION ON TOP OF AN ISLAND
Let us consider a nanostructure with thickness of n atomic layers. For simplicity, the cross section is taken as circular. The radius of the i-th layer is denoted as R i , measured in terms of the surface cell parameter a 0 . The dimensionless area and perimeter are A i = πR 2 i and L i = 2πR i , respectively.
Assuming the growth units are deposited in the normal direction of the surface, at rate F per surface cell of area a 2 0 . The number of adatom η per surface cell is determined by the diffusion euqation, dη/dt = ν∇ 2 η +F . By solving the diffusion equation, the distribution of the number density of adatom can be obtained,
where η e is the dimensionless number density of adatom at the edge of A n . Before nucleation occurs on top of A n , a deposited adatom on A n has no other choice but to hop across the step edges after a survival time of τ . At steady state, the number of atoms leaving the surface per unit time, L n η e ν , is balanced by that of the atoms deposited on the surface per unit time, F A n . It gives the number density of adatom on the boundary,
The total number of adatom on A n can be obtained by integrating,
The average survival time of an adatom is thus τ = N ∆t, where ∆t = 1/(F A n ) is the time interval between subsequent deposition events on A n . In addition to ∆t and τ , another concerned time scale is the traversal time for an atom to visit all the sites of A n , τ tr = A n /ν. As A n grows, the probability of nucleation on A n increases. Once a new nucleus forms on A n , the number of atomic layers n increases by one, which leads to the growth in the normal direction to the substrate. For the simplest case that a dimer is the smallest stable island, the nucleation rate on A n can be given by Ω = p 1 p 2 /∆t, where p 1 = 1 − exp(−τ /∆t) is the probability that an atom is deposited during the presence of another atom on the surface, and p 2 = 1−exp(−τ /τ tr ) is the encounter probability [22] .
It has been reported that with slow deposition the total number of adatoms is usually much less than unity, i.e. N 1, which means that τ ∆t [16, 22] . Furthermore, in typical island growth with large ESB, ν/ν is much larger than dimensionless R n , so the first term in Eq. (1) is much smaller than the second term, and the number density of adatom on A n is approximately uniform, η η e . The total number of adatom becomes N = F πR 3 n 2ν , which gives
It indicates that τ τ tr when ν/ν R n , and the encounter probability of two adatoms simultaneously present on the island p 2 is approximately unity. The nucleation rate therefore can be approximated as
Depending on the height of the steps across which the adatoms hop to the lower layer, 2D-ESB or 3D-ESB plays the role to influence the interlayer atomic diffusion, respectively. Correspondingly subscripts 2D and 3D will be added to ν or Ω in the context to show such a difference.
III. CHARACTERISTIC RADIUS
For a buried layer, i.e. the atomic layer above which a second layer has formed, the condition τ τ tr means that an adatom can always be trapped by the ascending steps before getting chance to hop to the lower layer. The adatoms on A n before second-layer nucleation, however, has no other choice but to hop to A n−1 . The lateral growth of the topmost layer A n is thus contributed by the atoms deposited on area A n−1 ,
We assume for the moment that A n−1 is large enough so that A n is always smaller than A n−1 . The probability f that a second layer has nucleated on A n , according to df /dt = Ω(1 − f ), increases with A n as the following,
where
can be regarded as the average number of nucleus on A n . Substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eq. (8),
where R c is defined as
FIG. 1: Schematic of the two different growth modes from the initial island (grey colors) with radius of R1: (a) R1 > Rc; (b) R1 < Rc. R0 denotes the average radius of the substrate occupied by per island, and Rn is the radius of the topmost layer in the nanorod with n grown atomic layers.
ν 2D in Eq. (10) denotes the hopping rate of adatom from A n to A n−1 , with subscript 2D emphasizing that R c is determined by the 2D-ESB across the monolayer step edges. Since the probability f goes rapidly from nearly zero to nearly unity when I = 1, the condition that I = 1 can be used as a criterion for the formation of the (n + 1)-th layer [15] . According to Eq. (9), the second layer nucleus has formed before R n reaches R n−1 if R n−1 > R c . If R n−1 < R c , however, the probability that secondnucleus forms on top of A n is still nearly zero even though R n reaches R n−1 . As R c is determined just by the 2D-ESB and the growth conditions, such as the deposition rate and the growth temperature, it can be regarded as a characteristic radius of the growth system. In heterogeneous growth, it is known that the effect of the foreign substrate on surface kinetics properties depends strongly on the thickness of the grown layers. The interlayer hopping rate ν 2D is therefore variable, especially in the first two layers. Accordingly, we denote hereafter the characteristic radius of the first layer and the other layers as R c0 and R c , respectively, in order to distinguish their difference.
It is known that R c0 is critical in determination of the growth mode, such as layer-by-layer growth or island growth in the beginning of heterogenous growth. Here we propose that, once the island growth sets in, it is the characteristic radius R c that plays a key role during the development of a separate island in selecting growth mechanisms and the lateral size of the island.
IV. TWO GROWTH SCENARIOS
In heterogenous growth, the average radius of the foreign substrate occupied by each nucleus is denoted as R 0 . If R 0 is larger than R c0 , a second-layer nucleus forms when the radius of the first layer approaches
2/7 < R 0 , which means that the second layer nucleus forms before the first layers coalescence and thus island growth sets in. We define R 1 as the radius of the initial island from which the island growth starts.
As discussed in previous section, in heterogenous growth the characteristic radius for the second layer changes from R c0 to R c . In homogeneous growth, or in late stage of the heterogenous growth where substrate effect is negligible, the characteristic radius can vary by changing the deposition rate F or the temperature T , according to Eq. (10). In these cases, R c0 and R c are defined as the characteristic radius before and after changing the growth conditions respectively, R 0 and R 1 correspond to the radius of the topmost two layers at the moment that a nucleus forms on R 1 after changing the growth conditions. Two growth scenarios can be identified according to the way that the characteristic radius changes. The first scenario occurs when R c decreases from R c0 , i.e., R c < R c0 . Since R 1 > R c0 , it is still larger than R c . Thus the third layer forms atop when R 2 approaches
. If we assume all the buried layers cease growing, the radius of each layer is fixed at the moment when it is buried by a new layer. Therefore the radius of the i-th layer in a nanostructure with n grown atomic layers, R i , is determined by setting I(R i ) = 1,
Eq. (11) indicates that R i decreases rapidly with increasing i, until it approaches R c . Correspondingly, the growth morphology changes from a tapered one to a nanorod in several transient layers, as schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) .
Obviously this is merely a limiting case in which some strong screening effects exist so that the topmost layer dominates the deeper layers in capturing the deposit atoms [23] . The opposite limiting case is that in which the growth units are equally deposited on the exposed area, thus the buried layers can also grow. In the latter case island growth leads to the well-known wedding-cake morphology [16] .
The realistic situation is that between these two cases, in which only some finite topmost layers are involved in capturing the deposit atoms as a result of a mediate screening effect. To illustrate the screening effect on the island growth, we consider that only the topmost finite N g layers keep growing laterally. The quantity 1/N g , which is in the range of 0 to 1, can be taken as a measure of the screening strength. We have carried out numerical calculations of the rate equations with different values of N g , the details of which will be reported elsewhere. We find that when the number of the atomic layers of the island n is smaller than N g , the island grows with the well-known wedding-cake shape. When n increases larger than N g , the radii R i for i < N g grow gradually to R 0 , while for N g < i < n − N g R i approach their stable values after sufficient growth,
X is a constant determined by (R 1 /R c ) and N g . For N g = 1, X = (R 1 /R c ) 3.5 , consistent with Eq. (11). The radius R i decreases with i, until it approaches R c after some transient layers and then remains this value. The number of the transient layers is proportional to N 2 g , with coefficient a of the order of magnitude of 10. We therefore show that, under a certain screening strength, wedding-cake morphologies (n < N g ), tapered morphologies (N g < n < aN 2 g ) and nanorods (n > aN 2 g ) can be observed successively during the island growth.
It is thus clear that if the radius of the initial island R 1 > R c , the structure finally approaches a nanorod with a tapered base beneath. The screening strength only influences the number of the transient layers of convergence, i.e., the atomic layers of the tapered base. Since the nucleation takes place on the topmost monolayer, we refer the nanorod converged from R 1 > R c as the 2D-ESB-limited nanorod, with radius R 2D equals to the characteristic radius of the system, R 2D = R c . We term this growth mode as the 2D-ESB-limited one.
The second scenario occurs when R c increases from R c0 to a value much larger than R 1 . In this case the average number of nucleus on top of A 2 when A 2 covers A 1 is (R 1 /R c ) 5 0. Therefore the topmost two layers can bunch to a bilayer, which then grows laterally from R 1 to R 2 till a new nucleus finally forms atop. The process repeats and the growth morphology remains rod-like as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The whole nanorod grows laterally as the number of the atomic layers n increases, fed by the deposited adatom on the top of the nanorod. Therefore,
The average number of nucleus can be obtained by integrating Eq. (8),
where R c is the same characteristic radius defined in Eq. (10) . Note Ω 3D denotes the nucleation rate on A n after A n approaches A n−1 , and ν 3D represents the interlayer hopping rate across the multilayer step edges. As discussed above, when R c is much larger than R n−1 , the first term in Eq. (14) is nearly zero. The radius of nanorod with n atomic layers R n can be therefore determined by setting I = 1 in Eq. (14), (11) and (16) . The dotted line guides the characteristic radius Rc. α = ν 3D /ν 2D is the ratio of the hopping rate across the multilayer step to the one across the monolayer step.
es )/kT ] and 0 < α < 1. The radii of the i − th layer R i can be obtained by iterating Eq. (15),
The nanorod radius increases until the difference of R n and R n−1 is smaller than one lattice parameter for sufficient large n, when it approaches the stable radius of the 3D-ESB-limited nanorod R 3D . According to Eq. (15), this happens when
Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (16) and replacing the summation with logarithm for large enough n, the stable radius of the 3D-ESB-limited nanorod can be obtained as,
wheren γ is the Euler's constant. Since αR 5 c is proportional to ν 3D /F , it is evident that the nanorod growth in this case is determined by the radius of the initial island R 1 , the deposition rate and the 3D-ESB. Larger 3D-ESB ( smaller α) facilitates the convergence (i.e. smaller n s ) and leads to smaller R 3D , which is consistent with a recent Monte-Carlo simulation on copper nanorod growth [24] .
It is worthy to emphasize that Eq. (15) is valid only when the first term in Eq. (14) is negligible, and it is physically invalid to extrapolate from Eq. (18) larger than R c . Actually, the 2D-ESB-limited growth sets in once R n is increased to R c . Therefore the real radius R 3D may never exceed R c .
For comparison, we show in Fig. 2 the radius R n in a nanostructure with n grown atomic layers for the two scenarios, according to Eqs. (11) and (16) . It is clear that when the radius of the initial island R 1 is larger than the characteristic radius R c , R n decreases rapidly until it approaches R c . Consequently, the growth morphology evolves from a taper-like structure to a nanorod with uniform radius of R c . In this scenario, the converged radius is limited by 2D-ESB. When R 1 < R c , R n corresponds to the nanorod radius. It increases relatively slowly, with a stable radius smaller than R c , determined by the 3D-ESB and the radius of the initial island R 1 .
V. EXPERIMENT VERIFICATIONS
Experimentally we take zinc oxide (ZnO) vapor growth as an example to verify the selection of the nanorod radius via varying R c by changing the growth temperature. For this purpose, unlike conventional ZnO nanorod growth systems where catalysts are usually introduced, here we establish a physical growth system without using additive chemicals.
The nanorods of ZnO were synthesized catalyst-free in a horizontal tube furnace with programmable temperature control. The pure zinc powder (99.9% Alfa Aesar) and polished Si(100) substrate were arranged in the same quartz boat and 1.0 cm apart. The growth was carried out with flux of nitrogen controlled as 300 standard cubic centimeter per minute (sccm) and oxygen gas flux as 5 sccm. The temperature in the central section of the furnace was homogeneous, where the quartz boat was placed. In each run of the experiment, the temperature was changed as shown in Fig. 3(a) to control the deposition rate. The growth of nanorods was terminated at different time by sudden increasing the nitrogen flux and cutting off the oxygen supply, as illustrated by the three dashed lines in Fig. 3(a) . In this way, we expect to preserve the growth morphology at the moment that the growth has been terminated.
In our experiments, the temperature is varied while the flux of N 2 and O 2 are kept as constants for ZnO nanorod growth. The evaporated zinc atoms react with oxygen molecules, and the partial pressure of the production ZnO is proportional to that of zinc, P ZnO ∝ P Zn /K p , where K P is the reaction constant. Both P Zn and K p exponentially depend on temperature,
where B Zn = 0.58 eV (6776K) [25] and B K = 0.21 eV (2474 K) [26] . The partial pressure of ZnO can be therefore written as,
where B = B Zn − B K = 0.37eV, and P 0 is a constant determined by the other growth conditions except of temperature. The temperature-dependent deposition rate per lattice site can be written as F = a 
s is the geometrical factor associated with the different cross-sectional shapes of nanorod. Equation (21) shows obviously that R c can be tuned by changing temperature. If ∆E is positive, R c decreases with decreasing temperature, then the first (2D-ESB limited) growth scenario is realized, and the radius of nanorod corresponds to the characteristic radius R c . Otherwise if ∆E is negative, R c increases with decreasing temperature, and so does the radius of nanorods. Now let us check the variation of morphologies of ZnO nanorods with step-decreased temperature as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The morphologies of the nanorods were characterized by a field emission scanning electron microscopy (LEO 1530VP). Figure 3(b) illustrates ZnO structures grown at constant temperature of 600
• C. There is no evident variation of the cross-sectional diameter along the longitudinal direction of the nanorods. When the temperature was decreased from 600 to 550
• C, a second segment of nanorods appear, the cross-section area of which shrink to smaller values, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . The morphologies obtained after two temperature drops are shown in Fig. 3(d) , where two evident changes of crosssectional diameter can be identified on the nanorods as guided by the dashed line. The cross-section of the ZnO nanorods are of the typical hexagonal one in all cases. The experimental observation that the radii of nanorods decrease from one segments to the successive ones with decreasing temperature suggests that the growth mode is the 2D-ESB-limited one. Therefore the nanorod radius under a certain temperature is expected to be equal to the corresponding R c . In order to eliminate the influence of substrates, the temperature dependence of the radii of the nanorods in the second sections are explored, while keeping all the other growth conditions as the same.
In Fig. 4 , we plot the circum diameters of the crosssection of the nanorods in the second segments of the structures as shown in Fig. 3(c) , as a function of the corresponding temperature. The dashed curve gives the theoretical fitting results according to Eq. (21) . It shows that the theoretical model is in good consistency with the experimental data. The fit value of ∆E is 0.59 eV, which leads to E s of about 3.3 eV. We should point out that this value is only a rough estimate of the effective barrier against the adatom diffusing across a monolayer step edge in zinc oxide system.
VI. SUMMARY
We have demonstrated that two nanorod growth modes can be realized, depending on a characteristic radius which is determined by the 2D-ESB and the deposition rate. When the radius of the initial island is larger than this characteristic radius, the nanorod radius is 2D-ESB-limited and approaches the characteristic value. Otherwise the nanorod is 3D-ESB limited with a stable radius smaller than the characteristic radius. We suggest that our results is helpful to select the desired growth modes and control the diameter of nanorods and nanowires.
Although experimental studies on growth of ZnO nanorod with hexagonal cross-section has been reported before, to the best of our knowledge, a quantitative study considering the kinetics in the interfacial growth remains rare. Moreover, the theoretical model proposed here in fact is a generic one that is not limited to ZnO nanorod growth only. Experimentally, if one can precisely tune the characteristic radius R c for a specific growth system, or choose a desired initial radius by using suitable seeds, either kinds of growth modes can be selected in order to obtain different morphologies and nanorod size. By this means, microscopic informations of 2D-ESB and 3D-ESB can also be inferred from the experiments.
